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THE IDEA Workbook contains chapter-by-chapter exercises on theory subjects. Each workbook chapter
starts with a study suggestion and ends with a list of vocabulary words from the corresponding chapter.
Included are fill-in-the-blank exercises and illustration labeling exercises.
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THE WORKBOOKS ARE A MUST!! Great price! This is seriously a great work book. AWESOME Been very
helpful in college I've aced all my checks within the last 5 weeks, and i definitely wouldn't have without
these incredible workbooks, so thanks! Very good!   The book is certainly clean and free from
marks/harm/creases.Came in a very short time was estimated such as a week to weekly and a half, and
came in two times (I chose free delivery). Very pleased! Excellent quality and 2016 I purchased simply
because the newer version. Does not have answer sheet to check one self. It was perfect. Not sketchy
Since there is absolutely no picture, it looks a bit sketchy.! Five Stars Brand new and perfect :) Great ????
Great textbook, shipped fast! Fast Shipping EXACTLY WHAT WAS NEEDED! Fast Shipping!!!! It came in
Ideal condition! Does not have answer sheet to check one personal. My textbook was a few years outdated
and in this industry it can equal huge changes. Five Stars students are loving this content in book Great
price! Description very accurate, reliable seller. I bought this for my dress I bought this for a outfit I
often wear last year. I was concerned that the shaver would destroy the fabric, but it worked like a
charm. The dress looks almost new now! The Milady books HAMMER information into your head, and you
can't neglect it in the event that you tried.
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